


BIOGRAPHY
Riot Shift aka Ole Baehr and Connor Kratz are a steady force in the Theracords crew as they have 
worked tirelessly to bring a fresh and experimental sound to the Hardstyle scene. A unique combi-
nation of distorted screeches, heavy kicks and DnB influences is what defines their style of music 
and will without a doubt capture any crowd that witnesses a performance by this German Raw Hard-
style duo.

They noticed their musical connection during a collaboration at the end of 2016 and decided to 
continue their musical career together from then onwards. With performances at events like Intents 
Festival, Fatality, Ground Zero Festival and Loudfest (by b2s) they set the tone for their DJ career. 
In the meantime, their unique productions are gaining on-going support from artists like DJ Thera, 
Delete, Deetox and Regain.

In 2018 their journey has only just begun, but Riot Shift already have achieved a lot in this short pe-
riod of time after signing to Theracords. With massive tracks like Pulsar, Extasis and Engage these 
German masterminds set the tone of their bright future. The quality and potential from this duo is 
undeniable and will conquer the hearts of many. Next to their astonishing productions, Riot Shift 
also conquered new stages as they performed on Rebirth- and Phoenix Festival. The riot will contin-
ue its way to achieve new goals in 2018 and after as they are always stepping beyond oneself.

Face the force that stopped acting as individuals and started operating as one.

Name:  Connor Kratz & Ole Baehr
Country:  Germany

Age:  26 (Connor) & 21 (Ole)
Style:  (Raw)  Hardstyle

Influences: B-Front, Headhunterz and Michel Pollen

ARTIST EPK - RIOT SHIFT



Riot Shift - Pulsar

Riot Shift - Extasis

Riot Shift - Sin & Sentence

Riot Shift - Engage

Riot Shift - Vision of Disorder (Raw District Anthem 2017)

Riot Shift - The Beast

Riot Shift - 36th Chamber

Releases:
MUSIC
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THERACORDS: 
Joining the ranks of Theracords label last year they’ve been consistently releasing high caliber track 
after track. Riot Shift is a force to be reckoned with.  

GERMANY:
Since the guys are both from Germany, they’ve already performed on a couple of awesome local 
events like Alarmstufe Rot, Overdrive Excess and others.

FESTIVAL CIRCUITS: 
The 2017 festival season of Riot Shift started of great with a spot on the superb line-up of Loudfest 
2017! Followed by Fatality, Rebirth, and Intents Festival. 

SUPPORT:
Although the guys just started their career the support they’ve already got is huge! Artists like Dj 
Thera, Warface and Ncrypta are currently supporting their music and the  biggest Hard Dance 
events.

ACHIEVEMENTS
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Facebook.com/riotshiftrs

Instagram.com/riotshift

Twitter.com/Riot_Shift

Soundcloud.com/riotshift

bit.ly/RiotShiftYoutube

bit.ly/RiotShiftSpotify

LINKS

SOCIAL:

MANAGEMENT: BOOKING:
bram@theracords.com bookings@limitless-agency.com

AGENCY: limitless-agency.com LABEL: theracords.com

www.riotshiftdj.com


